
Curiosity Guide #410 
Matter 
Accompanies Curious Crew, Season 4, Episode 10 (#410) 

 

Plasma Ball 
Investigation #9 

 

Description 

Charge it! 

 

Materials 

• Plasma Ball, available on Amazon in Toys and Games, or in some toy 

departments 

 

Procedure  

1. Plug in the Plasma Ball and observe it. 

2. Touch the globe. 

3. What do you notice? 

4. How does touching the surface feel? 

5. What kind of matter is this? 

 

My Results 

  

 



Explanation 

Plasma is the fourth form of matter that we see in the form of flames, 

lightning, and the northern or southern lights.  The plasma ball was 

invented by Nikola Tesla.  The Plasma Ball is a globe filled with Noble 

gases and a high-voltage electrode.  Plasma is a hot gas that contains an 

equal number of negatively-charged electrons and positive ions.  When 

the Plasma Ball is turned on, the electrode gives off high-voltage 

current that flows through the filaments.  The gas inside determines 

the color of the glowing light.  Touching the ball attracts the current 

to the human conductivity.  This allows the current to discharge with 

less resistance. 

 

Think about this:  It’s amazing to think that particles can be so small, 

and that the arrangement and movement of those atoms will determine 

the state of matter a substance is.  Remember that solids will keep 

their shape.  Solids have slowly moving particles that are closely 

packed.  Liquids take the shape of their container, will flow at 

different rates, and have molecules that can slide past each other.  

Liquid molecules move more quickly than do solid particles.  Gas 

particles are much more spread out as they zip around and collide with 

one another and nearby objects.  Gas particles can also be compressed.  

Matter!  It sure is amazing, and that’s all that matters!  Stay curious 

and keep experimenting! 

 

Parents and Educators: use #CuriousCrew #CuriosityGuide 

to share what your Curious Crew learned! 
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